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Abstract. We discuss aclassical lattice gas model without periodic or quasiperiodic 
ground states. The only ground state configurations ofour model are nonperiodic 
Thue-Morse sequences. We show that low temperature phases of such models can 
be ordered. In fact, we prove the existence of an ordered (nonmixing) low 
temperature translation invariant equilibrium state which has nonperiodic Gibbs 
states in its extremal decomposition. 
A number of classical lattice gas models without periodic ground state configura- 
tions have been found recently. So far, they were of quasiperiodic (in the sense 
described below) or incommensurate character. In the first category we have two- 
dimensional nearest neighbor interactions studied recently by Radin and Migkisz 
[1-9] (for related ideas in a somewhat different setup see [10, 11]). The models are 
based on results on nonperiodic tilings of the plane with a finite family of square- 
like tiles [12-15]. The ground state configurations ofthese models are nonperiodic 
structures minimizing the energy of all bonds simultaneously (interactions are not 
competing). They are quasiperiodic n the following sense: if a certain fraction of 
particles is ignored the r st of a ground state configuration is periodic; the smaller 
the fraction, the larger the period. Incommensurate ground state configurations, 
on the other hand, arise as a result of competition between interactions with 
incommensurate length scales [16, 17]. 
Recently, an example was given of a one-dimensional exponentially decaying 
Ising-type non-competing interaction with ground state configurations which are 
neither quasiperiodic nor incommensurate [18]. The unique ground state (the 
unique translation invariant probability measure supported by ground state 
configurations) of this model has two unusual properties: it has perfect fractal 
symmetry in the sense that the structure of the ground state is invariant under 
certain scale changes and the translation (shift) operator has some continuous 
spectrum. The ground state, as in the previous models, is not mixing. We say that it 
has long range order in the sense that distant regions are correlated. 
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The problem we will be addressing here is that of the low temperature stability 
of the nonperiodic ground state of this model. We will show that there is an (in 
some sense similar) interaction with the same unique ground state and an ordered 
(nonmixing) low temperature translation invariant equilibrium state which has 
nonperiodic Gibbs states in its extremal decomposition. 
Let us now describe this one-dimensional model in detail [18]. The spin 
variable at site j of Z will be denoted by o-j, and can attain the values _+ 1. The 
Hamiltonian is a translation invariant 4-spin interaction of the form 
j= -co  p=O r=O j=-c~ p=O r=O 
xexp--(r4-p)2E6j-[-ffj+2,.']2Eaj+(2p+l)2.-[-ffj+(2p+2)2~] , (1) 
Ground state configurations ofthis Hamiltonian are Thue-Morse sequences [19]. 
They can be obtained from the configuration equal to + 1 everywhere by the 
following recursive procedure. At the first step we flip every second spin. At the n th 
step we flip all blocks of 2" spins within the previous n -  1 st configuration from site 
(2k+1)2"+i to (2k+2)2" for every k. The limit of this sequence of periodic 
configurations of period 2.2" is a nonperiodic sequence. The closure of its orbit 
under translation supports only one translation i variant measure which is strictly 
ergodic [-19]. We will call this measure #M. This is the unique ground state of the 
above Hamiltonian [-18]. The ground state energy density is equal to zero. All this 
Hamiltonian does is to assign positive energy to certain 4-point patterns. Thue- 
Morse sequences are the only sequences which do not contain any of these 
patterns. It is easy to see that #M is not mixing. Let Pj and Qj be projections on 
configurations with spin + or - respectively at the site j: pj=X(o-j+l), 
Qj= 89 o-j). It was proved in [18] that 
~M(PoPzrP(2p + 1)2rP( 2p + 2)2 r) = 0 ,  (2) 
#u(QoQ2rQ(2v + 1)2rQ(2p +z)2r) = 0, (3) 
~M(PoP2rQ(2p + 1)2"Q(2p + 2)2.) = 0 ,  (4) 
pM(QoQ2.P(2p+ 1)2.p(zp+ 2)2r) = 0, (5) 
and I~M(PoP1) >O, therefore choosing r = 0 
#M(Po P 1Pzp + 1V2. + 2) ~ (#M(PoP 1))2 (6) 
as p--*~ so #M is not mixing. 
We will prove that for every ~ >0 there is a low temperature translation 
invariant equilibrium state ~v for some interaction U such that 
ov(po P2rP(2p + 1)2rP(zp + 2)2 r) ~ 8, (7) 
ov(QoQ2~Q(zp + 1)2"Q(2p + 2)2 r) ~ e, (8) 
Qu(PoP2.Q(2p + 1)2.Q(2p + 2)2 r) <( g, (9) 
@(QoQ2,P~2p + 1)2,P(2p + 2)2~) =< e (10) 
uniformly in p and r. It follows that Qv is not mixing. Otherwise, taking p~ ~ and 
r = 0 we would obtain from (7) and (8) that @(PoPO <= ~ and ~v(QoQ1) <]/fee. Thus 
the density of nearest neighbor pairs of spins pointing in the same direction could 
be made arbitrarily small. The same argument, with r = 1, would cause also the 
density of next nearest neighbor pairs of spins pointing in the same direction to 
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become arbitrarily small. It is obvious that these two constraints cannot be 
satisfied at the same time, hence Ov cannot be mixing. 
To show (7-10) we will use the method introduced by Israel [20-22] and based 
on the Bishop-Phelps theorem about approximations of translation invariant 
states by translation i variant equilibrium states [-23]. Let us state the relevant 
corollary of this theorem [-21]. 
Proposition 1. Let Uo be any summable interaction (the sum of absolute values of 
all coupling constants is finite), ~o any translation invariant state (probability 
measure) on the space of configurations, ~ the closed convex cone generated by 
some interactions Vi (the closure of the set of linear combinations of Vii with positive 
coefficients) and finally ~ > O. Then there is a translation invariant equilibrium state 
Qv for some interaction U ~ Uo + ~ such that Qv(W)<Qo(W)+e[IWII for all W in 
the cone o ~. 
Inequalities (7-10) follow when we identify Uo with H, ~o with/~t and V~ with 
the observables in (7-10). The perturbed summable 4-spin interaction assigns a 
positive nergy to exactly the same 4-point patterns as H does, so #M is again its 
only ground state and Qv its ordered (nonmixing) low temperature translation 
invariant equilibrium state. We have proved the following theorem concerning the 
low temperature stability of the Thue-Morse state. 
Theorem I. There is a 4-spin summable interaction U with the Thue-Morse state as 
its only ground state and with a low temperature translation invariant nonmixing 
equilibrium state Or. 
Now we will show that 0v has nonperiodic Gibbs states in its extremal 
decomposition. First, let us observe that for every translation i variant probability 
measure and in particular for Qv the density of pairs of spins at a distance 2' 
pointing in the same direction and the density of pairs of spins at a distance 2r+ 1 
pointing in the same direction cannot be both arbitrarily small for any r. More 
formally, let S~=P~Pj+2r+ QjQj+zr. It is easy to see that either 
r 1 o (s9 >-e 
or  
(12) 
Theorem 2. In the decomposition i to extremal Gibbs states of Ov there are 
nonperiodic Gibbs states. 
Proof Let Qv = ~ o#(dp) be the decomposition f ~v into extremal Gibbs states; Qv 
is a baryeenter of #, a measure supported by extremal Gibbs states of the 
interaction U. Let B~ be the set of all extremal Gibbs states ~hich are not periodic 
with period smaller or equal to j. Obviously, Bj+ 1 CBj and B = (~ Bj is the set of 
j= l  
all nonperiodic extremal Gibbs states. We will show that p(B)> 0. Fix e > 0 and 
assume on the contrary that #(B)=0, hence #(Bj)~0 as j~ ,  so there exists J0 
such that #(Bj~)<e. Choose r such that (11) holds and jo<2" and p such that 
2"(2p + 1)!! contains all numbers up to Jo as its divisors. Let us recall that if Q is an 
extremal periodic Gibbs state with a period j then ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 r (Q(S0)) for every r
when n~oo. Let 
A~ = {0:0 has period j, o(S~oS~A < e(S~) 2' e for some k >__ n} . 
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Obviously, A~ C A~ if m > n. A j = ~ A~ does not contain any extremal Gibbs states 
n=l  
so #(A J) = 0 and therefore #(A~)~0 as n~ ~ for all j. Choose n(j) such that #(A~I~)) 
Jo 
<e(j) and Z e(j)<e. Now, let n>max(n(j)) and let n be an odd number, then 
j= l  
Qv(S~S~2p+ 1)!!n)>~-3e which contradicts (7-10) for small e. [] 
We can also prove the existence of nonperiodic Gibbs states for 2:spin 
summable interactions. In order to do so we modify slightly the above example. 
We will approximate not/~M but a generalized Thue-Morse state #~ [19]. It can be 
constructed as before with the following change that at the n th step we flip all 
blocks of n ! spins from site (2k + 1)n ! + 1 to (2k + 2)n ! for every k. We know a 2-spin 
summable interaction without periodic ground state configurations for which #K is 
a ground state. We cannot prove, however, that it is its only ground state. The 
Hamiltonian consists of antiferromagnetic interactions at distances n! for every n. 
Such interactions were used to prove that generically, in the space of summable 
interactions, ground state configurations are ordered (nonmixing) but not periodic 
[24-26]. For related ideas see also 1-27-32]. It follows from Proposition 1that for 
every e >0 there is a 2-spin summable antiferromagnetic interaction V with a 
translation invariant equilibrium state Ov such that 
lim sup Qv(aoa":)< - 1 + e. (13) 
Using only 2-point correlation functions and repeating the proof of Theorem 2one 
can show that there are nonperiodic Gibbs states in the extremal decomposition f
Qv- 
In summary we note that we have shown that a ground state which is neither 
periodic nor quasiperiodic gives rise to an ordered low temperature translation 
invariant equilibrium state which has nonperiodic Gibbs states in its extremal 
decomposition. These nonperiodic extremal Gibbs states build an extremal 
translation invariant equilibrium state. They are therefore qualitatively different 
from Dobrushin's extremal nonperiodic states describing the coexistence ofphases 
in the three-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising model [33]. It remains an open 
question whether atranslation i variant interaction without periodic ground state 
configurations and without periodic extremal Gibbs states exists. 
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